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Abstract— We present control design for a Variable 

Configuration CO2 Removal (VCCR) system, which exhibits a 
hybrid dynamical character due to the various modes in which 
one needs to operate the system. The VCCR is part of an overall 
NASA Air Recovery System of an intended human life-support 
system for space exploration. The objective of the control system 
is to maintain CO2 and O2 concentrations in the crew cabin 
within safe bounds. We present a novel adaptation of the model 
predictive control technique to a nonlinear hybrid dynamic 
system. We exploit the problem structure and map the hybrid 
optimization problem into a continuous nonlinear program 
(NLP) with the aid of an appropriate representation of time and 
set definitions. We present a systematic approach for designing 
the objective function for the Nonlinear Model Predictive Control 
(NMPC) regulation problem that achieves a long-term, cyclic 
steady state. We also present a simple switching feedback 
controller and compare the performance of the two controllers 
during off-nominal and failure conditions to highlight the 
benefits of a systematically designed NMP controller. We then 
perform safety verification of both control designs—the Model 
Predictive Control with techniques from Statistical Learning 
Theory and the switching feedback controller with Barrier 
Certificates computed using Sum of Squares programming. The 
two approaches yield consistent results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Hybrid dynamic models describe hierarchical processes, 
which evolve according to different sets of lower level 
dynamic components (differential or difference equations) 
depending on the upper level logical/discrete mode that 
characterizes the system, at any given point in time. Hybrid 
systems have many applications and many approaches to 
develop control schemes for them have been pursued. The 
specific application domain for this work is advanced life 
support systems that are used for manned space exploration 
missions. We develop two controllers—one based on Model 
Predictive Control, and another a switching feedback 
controller—for the Variable Configuration CO2 Removal 
system (VCCR) and verify safety of each of the controlled 
systems. The methodology developed in this work, both for 
control design and for safety verification, may be of practical 
use to a broad class of hybrid problems. The VCCR exhibits 
hybrid dynamical behavior because of the various modes in 
which it needs to be operated. It is part of an overall Air 
Recovery System ([1],[2]), which in turn is part of an intended 
human life-support system for space exploration.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the 
configuration and hybrid dynamic model of the VCCR system 
that we developed, Sections III and IV present the nonlinear 
model predictive control synthesis, and Section V presents 
NMPC simulation results. Section VI presents a switching 
feedback controller design and Section VII compares the 
performance of the two controllers under off-nominal and 
failure conditions. Section VIII overviews hybrid system 
safety verification using barrier certificates and their 
computation by Sum of Squares programming, and Section IX 
provides their construction for our system. In Section X we 
use statistical learning theory to verify safe performance of the 
NMPC. 
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II. VARIABLE CONFIGURATION CO2 REMOVAL SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 1: VCCR Model 

A. System Description 

The basic functions of the VCCR system include recovery 
of CO2 from the crew cabin by adsorption into one of two 
adsorber beds. It also includes desorbing the accumulated CO2 
and sending it to an accumulator for downstream CO2 
Removal System (CRS).  In this study, we look at a physical 
idealization of the VCCR system (the configuration of which 
was obtained from Metrica Traclabs) that consists only of the 
crew cabin, two adsorber beds, and the CO2 accumulator, 
without the CRS system, as shown in Figure 1. The physical 
configuration of the system is such that when one of the 
adsorber beds is connected to the crew cabin, and is 
undergoing CO2 uptake via adsorption, the other bed is 
undergoing either air-save or desorption, with the following 
synchronized operation. During the time interval (say, ‘half-
cycle’) when the adsorbing bed returns CO2-lean air back into 
the cabin, the other bed involves two modes of operation in 
sequence - the Air-Save mode and the CO2-Desorb mode. In 
Air-Save mode, the desorbing bed recycles CO2-lean air back 
into the cabin from its gas phase. For the remainder of the 
‘half-cycle’, it operates in the CO2-Desorb mode in which it 
delivers CO2 that is released from the solid phase. This CO2 
can either be vented, or be accumulated into the CO2 
accumulator. During maintenance, the accumulator can also be 
used to send CO2 back into the cabin, if needed. The adsorber 
beds have a saturation capacity beyond which they cannot 
adsorb any more CO2. As a result, after every adsorption step, 
the beds change their roles and the adsorbing bed starts Air-
Save followed by desorption, while the re-generated bed is 
connected to the cabin for adsorption. Therefore, the system is 
operated in a cyclical pattern of operation. At any given point 
in time, the system can exist in any of four different modes of 
a hybrid system, which form a sequence of four quarter-cycles 
that compose one full-cycle of operation. 
1) Mode 1: Bed 1 in Adsorb, and Bed 2 in Air-Save. 
2) Mode 2: Bed 1 in Adsorb, and Bed 2 in Desorb. 
3) Mode 3: Bed 2 in Adsorb, and Bed 1 in Air-Save. 
4) Mode 4: Bed 2 in Adsorb, and Bed 1 in Desorb. 

The dynamic equations that describe the state evolution in 
the adsorber beds, crew cabin, and the CO2 accumulator are 

different, depending on what mode of operation applies to the 
system. Lastly, the overall system has an oxygen generation 
system (OGS), which can send make-up O2 into the cabin, if 
required. 

B. Dynamical Model 

Let },,{ 22 inertOCOc ∈  represent a component in the 

system, and }2,1{∈j represent a bed in the system. Also, let 

subscript C denotes the crew cabin, and subscript A denotes 
the CO2 accumulator. The subscripts, variables and parameters 
used in the following sections are defined in the Appendix I. 
For the four modes of operation, the dynamical equations for 
the cabin, the adsorbers and the accumulator take the 
following form: 
1) Adsorber j is in Adsorb, Adsorber jj ≠′ is in Air-Save 

In this mode, adsorber j is connected to the cabin and CO2 
from the cabin gets accumulated at the corresponding rate of 
adsorption. Stream 1 from the adsorber bed, j, into the cabin, 
is the only outflow from the adsorber bed. There is another 
inlet flow into the cabin because adsorber j' is sending air back 
since it is in Air-Save mode. Hence, the component mass 
balance equation of the cabin becomes: 

dt
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Note that the generation rate )(crC  is positive for CO2, 

negative for O2 and zero for inert. 
For adsorber j, the component balance becomes: 
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Similarly, the component mass balances for adsorber j' 
become: 

dt
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Vjcv j
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Since there are no O2 or inerts in the accumulator, its mass 
balance takes the form: 

)(
)( .

cm
dt

cdQA −=  (6) 

The negative sign indicates that the CO2 make-up stream is 
an outlet from the accumulator and hence reduces the mass 
inside it. 
2) Adsorber j is in Adsorb, Adsorber jj ≠'  is in Desorb: 

In this mode, there is no flow into the cabin so v2 term in (1) 
disappears and the equation for the cabin takes the following 
form: 

dt
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The dynamics of adsorber j remains the same in this mode. 
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However, adsorber j' desorbs CO2 and mass balance becomes: 

dt

jcd
Vcjrjcv jdes
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),()',( '2

ρρ =+−  (8) 

2),,(
)',(

COcforcjr
dt

jcdQ
des =−=  (9) 

Now that the outlet of adsorber j' is connected to the 
accumulator, its mass balance modifies to the following: 

2

.

2 ),()',(
)(

COcforcmjcv
dt

cdQA =−= ρ  (10) 

III. NON LINEAR MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL 

Controller synthesis with mathematical programming is 
based on the receding horizon philosophy. Traditionally, this 
has been done for linear dynamic systems, and is also referred 
to as Model Predictive Control (MPC)[3]. We have adapted 
this concept to work with the above nonlinear, hybrid system, 
and use the term, nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC), 
in the rest of the paper. A good overview of nonlinear model 
predictive control can be found in [4]. In an earlier paper [5], 
we developed an open-loop, full horizon version of the 
nonlinear hybrid controller. In this paper, we develop the 
receding horizon version of the problem  

The permissible modes of operation of the system and the 
cyclical pattern of these modes are noted in this section, from 
the perspective of developing a nonlinear programming based 
controller. For a given number of full-cycles under 
consideration, the control inputs to be decided by any 
controller include the following for each quarter-cycle: 
1) Volumetric flow rate from the cabin to the adsorbing bed 
2) Volumetric flow rate out of the air-saving, or desorbing 

bed 
3) Cycle time duration 
4) Mass flow rate of CO2 from the accumulator to cabin 
5) Mass flow rate of O2 from the OGS to the cabin 

In traditional linear MPC and NMPC, the continuous time 
axis is discretized into a finite number of time points, and the 
differential equations are converted into difference equations 
applied at these time points. The number of time points 
denotes the regulation horizon over which the classical MPC 
problem is formulated. Our adaptation of this concept in the 
NMPC framework for the VCCR physical system is as 
follows.  

We define our NMPC regulation horizon at the time scale 
of quarter cycles, i.e. a finite number of quarter cycles into the 
future. This is a subtle, and novel, departure from classical 
linear MPC, where the control regulation horizon is defined in 
terms of the number of discretization points. Secondly, we let 
the duration of each quarter cycle be determined as a decision 
variable by the NMP controller. In other words, the NMP 
controller decides when to switch from one mode to another. 
Switching control applied does not impose unique state space 
partition, making controlled system be of hybrid rather than 
switched nature, as distinguished in [12]. Also, within each 
quarter cycle, the NMPC framework utilizes an appropriate 
nonlinear model of the system to predict the future state. We 

use collocation on finite elements ([6], [7]) to convert the 
infinite dimensional, continuous, differential equations into a 
finite dimensional, discretized set of algebraic equations 
within each quarter cycle (see Figure 2). Based on prediction 
done over the regulation horizon, a future optimal control 
maneuver is computed for each quarter cycle in the horizon, in 
terms of the control inputs noted previously. The control 
inputs that are actually implemented correspond to the first 
quarter cycle. 

 
Fig. 2: Time Discretization Schematic 

The details of the nonlinear programming formulation 
within the NMPC framework are described next. Firstly, the 
time axis is modeled into a specified number of quarter-cycles 
along with some set definitions (Table 1) that aid in 
converting a set of four mode-dependent sets of dynamic 
equations into a single finite-dimensional set of discretized 
algebraic equations. Let }1,...,1,{ 000 −++= MiiiI , where M is 

the number of quarter-cycles under consideration (i.e. the 
NMPC regulation horizon, as adapted for our work). The 
system can start with any mode, with the only restriction that 
the two beds follow the cyclical pattern for subsequent 
quarter-cycles. Further, let us define subsets of I (Table 1), 
based on the cyclical pattern of operation, and let 

Iiim ∈∀= ,4mod . These sets exploit the cyclic nature of 

the process and identify the correct set of differential 
equations that apply to each quarter cycle in the regulation 
horizon.  

For each quarter cycle, i, the time interval of interest, T(i), 
which is the same as the (unknown) duration of the quarter 

cycle, is divided into FEN  finite elements of length feh , such 

that 
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1
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fe =∑

=
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 (11) 

We have taken the finite elements to be of equal size within 
each quarter cycle. If the time duration, T(i), is represented by 
the interval ],[ ,0, fii tt , then, 
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TABLE 1 
SET DEFINITIONS 

Bed Mode Definition 
1 Adsorb )}2()1(|{1, =∨== mmiBA  
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2 Adsorb )}0()3(|{2, =∨== mmiBA  
1 Air-Save )}3(|{1, == miBAS  
2 Air-Save )}1(|{2, == miBAS  
1 Desorb )}0(|{1, == miBD  
2 Desorb )}2(|{2, == miBD  
1,2 Adsorb 
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1,2 Desorb 
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Within each finite element, we place CPN  collocation 

points. The time profiles of algebraic and differential variables 
are approximated using derivatives and values evaluated at the 

CPN  collocation points, whose relative position within each 

finite element is the same.  The collocation points are 
positioned as, 

CPcpfefeicpfei Ncpht ,...,1,1,,, =∀+= − ρτ  (13) 

(Note that feiNfei t
CP ,,, =τ ). 

In the above equation, ]1,0[∈cpρ , and are chosen to be the 

shifted roots of orthogonal polynomials of degree CPN . In 

this work, we use Radau points, as they allow convenient 
setting of constraints at the end of each element [8]. A 
monomial basis representation is used for the differential 
profiles. So a differential variable, z, in quarter cycle, i, and 
finite element, fe, is given as: 
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In the above equation, the time polynomial cpΩ is of order 

CPN , and uniquely satisfies the following conditions: 

CPCPq,kk
'
cp

CPcp

,...,Nk;,...,Ncpfor,δ)(ρΩ

,...,Ncpfor,)(Ω
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100

===

==
 (15) 

The ODE’s are written at each collocation point with each 
finite element by introducing a variable for each state-
derivative. Continuity constraints are imposed at the 
boundaries of each finite element, and at the boundaries of 
each quarter cycle time slot. 

IV. NLP FORMULATION 

A. System Constraints 

The discretization based on collocation and finite elements 
leads to a set of algebraic equations that represent the system 
dynamics (described in Section II) in the NLP formulation as 
equality constraints. Additional equality constraints that apply 
are the definition of the mass fraction for each component, 

constraints that preserve physical continuity across quarter 
cycles, and constraints that model the differential variables 
within the collocation. Details on the resulting equalities can 
be found in Appendix II. Additionally, the length of time slot 
was also bounded by appropriate values to avoid getting trivial 
solutions (with zero length of time slots). 

Lastly, at the end of Air-Save step, pure vacuum cannot be 
attained and the bed fluid phase can only reach a certain 
minimum pressure. So we define a minimum total 
concentration corresponding to that attainable pressure. 
Moreover, in order to prevent loss of oxygen and inert into the 
CO2 accumulator, a maximum total concentration is also 
defined.  

B. Objective Function Development 

The classical objective function used in linear and nonlinear 
MPC is reference state trajectory tracking. For complex, 
hybrid systems, such as the subject of study in this paper, such 
an objective function may not be sufficient to address the 
desired trade-off between long-term nominal stability and 
short horizon of control calculation. We used a systematic 
iterative procedure to develop an appropriate NMPC objective 
function. The first two steps gave us an initial quadratic 
function with the basic regulation objective; the rest were 
arrived at to ensure robustness of safe performance: 
1) Follow set point of CO2 in the cabin.  
2) Follow set point of O2 in the cabin.  
3) Avoid excessive switching. 
4) Maximize the clean-up of CO2 from the adsorber bed 

solid phase, over the Desorb step duration. 
5) Maximize the amount of CO2 in the accumulator, by the 

end of the Desorb steps (regardless of bed identity). 
6) Minimize the absolute amount of solid phase loading of 

CO2 by the end of the Desorb step. 
Consequently, the NMPC objective takes the following form: 
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(16) 

 
  
subject to the set of constraints described in words in sub-
section IV.A (see Appendix II for details). The physical 
restrictions of the system define system parameters and limits 
on the control and manipulated variables (Tables 2 and 3). 
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Together, they define controller feasible space. The initial 
conditions (Table 4) and model parameters (Table 5) are also 
defined for the NMPC. The control problem horizon was 
chosen to be 4 quarter cycles (i.e. effectively one full cycle). 
 
 

TABLE 2: SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Name Description Values 
),( 2COjrads  Rate of adsorption of adsorber j 

(g/hr) 
166.28 

),( 2COjrdes  Rate of desorption of adsorber j 
(g/hr) 

181.43 

)( 2COrC  Rate of CO2 generation (4 crew) 
in the cabin (g/hr)  

152.72 

- )( 2OrC  Rate of O2 consumption (4 
crew) in the cabin (g/hr) 

127.6 

)( 2
* COyC  set point (in % mass fraction) of 

cabin CO2 level 
0.76 

)( 2
* OyC  set point (in % mass fraction) of 

cabin O2 level 
23.2 

 
TABLE 3: PHYSICAL BOUNDS 

Name Description Values 

),( 2 jCOQU  CO2 uptake limit (solid phase) 
of adsorber j (g) 

498.95 

)( 2COQU
A  CO2 storage limit of 

accumulator (g) 
45000 

CV  Volume of the cabin (m3) 25 

jV  Volume of adsorber j (m3) 0.4 

)( 2COy L
C ,

)( 2COyU
C  

Bounds on cabin CO2 level (% 
mass fraction) 

0.59, 
1.05 

)( 2Oy L
C ,

)( 2OyU
C  

Bounds on cabin O2 level (% 
mass fraction) 

22.5, 
25.4 

Lv1 , Uv1  Bounds on volumetric flow in 
stream 1 (g/m3) 

30, 50 

Lv2 , Uv2  Bounds on volumetric flow in 
stream 2 (g/m3) 

0.1, 10 

)( 2

.
COm

U

 
Upper bound of CO2 make-up 
stream (g/hr) 

80 

)( 2

.
Om

U

 
Upper bound of O2 make-up 
stream (g/hr) 

80 

 
 

TABLE 4: INITIAL CONDITIONS 

Name Description Values 

)1,,( 0
0 icCρ  Initial component 

densities in the cabin at 
start (g/m3) 

CO2 = 12.07 
O2 = 279.35 
Inert = 911.87 

)1,1,,( 0
0 icCρ  Initial component 

densities in adsorber A 
(j=1) at start (g/m3) 

CO2 = 12.07 
O2 = 279.35 
Inert = 911.87 

)1,2,,( 0
0 icCρ  Initial component 

densities adsorber B 
(j=2) at start (g/m3) 

CO2 = 2.56 
O2 = 410 
Inert =1269 

)1,1,,( 02
0 iCOQ  Initial mass (solid 

phase) of CO2 in 
adsorber A (j=1) (g) 

0 

)1,2,,( 02
0 iCOQ

 

Initial mass (solid 
phase) of CO2 in 
adsorber B (j=2) (g) 

250 

)1,,( 02
0 iCOQA  Initial mass of CO2 in 

the accumulator (g) 
20000 

 
TABLE 5: MODEL PARAMETERS 

Name Description Values 
NFE Number of finite elements within 

a quarter-cycle time length 
10 

NCP Number of collocation points 
within each finite element 

3 

M Number of quarter cycles under 
consideration for NMPC 

4 

L
AST , U

AST  Bounds on quarter-cycle time 
length for Air-Save mode (hr) 

0.03, 
0.2 

L
DT , U

DT  Bounds on quarter-cycle time 
length for Desorb mode (hr) 

0.03, 
1.0 

)( 2COLρ ,

)( 2COUρ  

Minimum and maximum total 
bed concentration at the end of 
Air-Save mode (gm/m3) 

30, 40 

 
The NLP optimization formulation was modeled using 

AMPL [9] and solved using CONOPT [10]. This NLP based 
controller was coupled with a MATLAB® [11] model of the 
VCCR system (the simulator) we developed, so that the 
control actions obtained after solving the NLP could be used 
to simulate the system in real time. 
While the desorb rate is higher than the adsorb rate, the system 
needs to spend sufficient time desorbing to prevent a run-away 
to solid phase saturation in the beds. Thus, when one of the 
beds is undergoing Adsorb, there is a physical motivation for 
the other bed to spend a higher fraction of this time interval in 
Desorb, over Air-Save. The third term in the objective 
function (16) does not discriminate between Desorb and Air-
Save steps. As such, there is no driver in the NMPC for 
cleaning up the beds, to ensure that future NMPC invocations 
are left with sufficient capacity of adsorption. This short-
sightedness of limited horizon control calculation would 
eventually push the beds towards saturation, and would results 
in system failure. Thus we augment objective function with 
the fourth part to ensure that future NMPC invocations have 
adequate capacity of adsorption left in the adsorber beds. Note 
that the summation in the fourth term in the objective function 
(16) applies only to set BD. The fifth term in the objective 
function ensures removal of the desorbed CO2 from the fluid 
phase of the adsorber beds by transporting it to the 
accumulator. Finally, to avoid beds operating (oscillating) at 
high CO2 solid-phase levels we added the sixth term to the 
objective function.  This way oscillation occurs at low CO2 
solid-phase levels, so there is adequate capacity for adsorption 
in the face of unforeseen disturbances, which further allows 
more robust system operation.  
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Figure 3 shows the bed solid phase CO2 profiles (notional) 
with the objective function including all six terms.  

 
Fig. 3: Bed Solid Phase CO2 Profile  
  

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Controller Tuning 

The multi-objective NMPC optimization formulation 
requires tuning of the weights for the six terms that occur in 
the objective function. The tuning exercise was carried out in 
two steps: first, taking into account the typical magnitudes of 
the contributions of the six terms to the objective, and then, 
factoring the relative importance of these goals. The CO2 
concentration control was chosen as the most important goal. 
The performance of the controller with the tuned weights has 
been studied in a case study with a nominal initial condition of 
the system. The tuned weights of objective terms are listed in 
Table 6.  

The “baseline” tuning of weights gives good performance 
on all six objectives. It should be noted that, regardless of the 
actual choice of the weights in the objective function, the 
safety requirements are inherently satisfied in any 
feasible/optimal solution to the nonlinear program, as these are 
present as hard constraints in the formulation. In the presence 
of appropriately chosen weights in the objective, the controller 
seeks qualitatively better solutions, in addition to just 
feasibility – say, with the appropriate weight on the low bed 
CO2 driver, the controller maintains low average CO2 levels in 
the bed solid phase, and leads to long, stabilized, cycle-times. 

 
 
 
 

TABLE 6: TUNED WEIGHTS FOR OBJECTIVE TERM 

Name Description Values 
w1 Weight for CO2 control 10 
w2 Weight for O2 control 0.05 
w3 Weight for chattering control 1 
w4 Weight for desorption driver 0.1 
w5 Weight for CO2 driver 0.01 
w6 Weight for low Bed CO2 driver 1 

 

B. Case Studies 

1) We present the controller performance on an off-nominal 
condition: Cabin at very high CO2 concentration  

The primary goal was to study the effect of such extreme 
scenarios on the performance of the controller. For this case, 
the VCCR-NMPC system was simulated for about 160 hours. 

Figure 4 shows the carbon dioxide concentration (in % mass 
fractions) profiles. It takes the cabin CO2 concentrations to the 
desired set-point and maintains it around the set-point. A 
stable cyclic pattern is observed in solid phase concentration 
of both adsorber beds with 5 minute Air-Save mode and 1 
hour Desorb mode. Thus, the NMPC demonstrates effective 
controller performance in the face of off-nominal initial 
concentrations in the cabin. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4: NMP Controller Performance with High Initial CO2 in the Crew Cabin. 
  

VI. SIMPLE SWITCHING FEEDBACK CONTROLLER 

To highlight the benefits in performance attainable through 
the systematic NMPC design procedure proposed in Section 
IV, we compare its performance with a simple switching 
feedback controller. The controller consists of Proportional-
Integral (PI) laws for regulating O2 and CO2 levels in the 
cabin, heuristic feedback laws for controlling volume flow 
rates and a switching rule. The PI laws regulating cabin O2 
and CO2 levels through compensatory supplies respectively 
from the OGS and the accumulator are as follows: 
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where ( ) 3
2 6 g/mCOρ ref

C = , ( ) 3
2 /285 mgOref

C =ρ , 

9,8 == ip kk . The integrator states have saturation limits 
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1.243
 to prevent unachievable control inputs for 

the CO2 and O2 supplies respectively. 
 We have designed the speeds of the control action such that 

the control laws are not sensitive to the periodic sudden 
fluctuations of gas concentrations caused by the beds 
switching from Adsorb to Air-Save to Desorb. The adsorption 
and desorption volume flow rates (in effect the control of 
blower speed for adsorption and pump/compressor speed for 
desorption) are controlled by ‘proportional’ feedback: 

( ) ( )( )
( ) hrm     ,jCOρv

hrm     COρCOρ.v C
ref
C

3
22

3
221

5

1040

=

−−=
 (18) 

  
The rationale for the proportional control is to keep the 

blowing/pumping effort proportional to the quantity of CO2 in 
the fluid phase, and thus keep our efforts economical. Finally, 
the switching of adsorption from one bed to another is 
governed by the following rules: 
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where 1=kS  plus adsorption into bed 1 and 2=kS  

implies adsorption into bed 2. The switching law simply 
covers all possible cases and ensures that energy is not spent 
in trying to adsorb more into a saturated bed, or to desorb 
more CO2 away from an empty bed. 

 

VII. CONTROLLER  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

The critical failure modes in the VCCR system are single 
bed failure and degradation of adsorption/desorption rates. In 
studying the performance of the NMP controller for these two 
failure modes, it is assumed that the failure condition is 
known, and the corresponding failure-mode dynamic models 
are used inside the NMPC formulation. This assumption can 
be relaxed if we have a parameter estimation routine that runs 

before each invocation of the controller, and infers the 
condition of failure through parameter value updates. For the 
case where only a single bed is operational, Figure 6 shows 
the Cabin CO2 concentration profile and Figure 7 shows the 
time trace of adsorber bed solid phase CO2. From the profiles, 
it is evident that the VCCR-NMPC system can sustain for 
almost 5 hours, before the concentrations of O2 and CO2 hit 
the permissible limits. In contrast to this behavior, the 
heuristic feedback controller is able to sustain the system for 
3.5 hours. The look-ahead capabilities of the NMP controller 
allow it to cope better in the face of failure. As seen in Figure 
6 and Figure 7, while the NMP controller and the heuristic-
feedback controller operate identically in the Adsorb mode, 
the NMP controller terminates the Desorb mode just correctly 
with the right volumetric flow rates, so that overall feasibility 
of the system is maintained for a longer duration.  
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Fig. 6: Comparison of Controller Performance in the Crew Cabin with One 
Active Adsorber (single side operation). 
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Fig. 7: Comparison of Controller Performance in Adsorber Bed 1 with One 
Active Adsorber (single side operation). 
 

When the rates of adsorption and desorption reduce to half 
of their design values, the carbon dioxide adsorption rate in 
both adsorber beds fall below the generation rate in the cabin 
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and the crew cabin starts accumulating CO2 rapidly. As a 
result, the VCCR system can sustain with an optimal 
controller for approximately 1.2 hour, before CO2 
concentration reaches the upper limit in the cabin (see Figures 
8 and 9). The NMPC gives rise to a qualitatively different 
profile due to its look-ahead capability. But, it is important to 
note that both controllers exhibit similar performance with 
respect to time of failure, since this is a system limitation and 
no controller will be able to maintain safety in this extreme 
situation. Computation and execution time of NMP controller 
is of the order of few minutes, compared to few milliseconds 
for switched controller execution. While the simulations 
illustrate safe performance under nominal and off-nominal 
conditions, they do not prove overall safe performance. In the 
rest of the paper, we provide guarantees of safe performance 
for both the controllers. 
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Fig. 8: Comparison of Controller Performance in the Crew Cabin with 
Degraded Adsorbers (half adsorb/desorb rates). 
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Fig. 9: Comparison of Controller Performance in Adsorber Bed 1 with 
Degraded Adsorbers (half adsorb/desorb rates). 

VIII. CONTROLLED SYSTEM SAFETY VERIFICATION USING 

THE SUM OF SQUARES DECOMPOSITION 

Our task is to verify the safety of the controlled system, in 
particular to ascertain that the levels of CO2 and O2 do not 

vary outside the required levels.  NMPC is not given in the 
closed form and thus can not be verified  using any of the 
existing  control validation tools. We approached safety 
verification of NMPC by establishing a Safe Operating 
Envelope (SOE) within which, the control actions are safe, for 
a given set of initial conditions. No safety guarantees can be 
made about control actions outside the bounds of the SOE.  
This approach will be described in the next section. On the 
other hand, performance of  our simple switching PI controller 
can be verified using Barrier Certificates. Here we present this  
approach. 

 
We first derive the model of  the VCCR system controlled 

by the switching PI controller [14] as a hybrid system using 
the framework presented in [16]. To handle the verification 
problem, we consider the setup in [15] and solve it using the 
tools in [17].  We present here only information relevant to 
this particular problem. 
1) Problem Formulation 

The continuous state of a hybrid dynamical system evolves 
according to a set of continuous time differential equations 
determined by its discrete states, which in turn are governed 
by a discrete event process (such as a finite automaton). A 

hybrid system is a tuple ( )TFIXLH ,,,,, 0χ=  with the 

following components. 

•  *ℜ⊂χ  is the continuous state-space. 

•  L is a finite set of locations. The overall state-space of the 
system is χ×= LX , and a state of the system is denoted 

by ( ) χ×∈ Lx,l . 

•  XX 0 ⊂  is a set of initial states. 

•  χ2L:I →  is the invariant, i.e., the set of all possible 
continuous states while at location l. 

•  
n

2X:F ℜ→  is a set of vector fields, one of each 
location. 

•  XXT ×⊂  is a relation describing discrete transitions 
between two locations, when a guard relation is satisfied. 

The system evolves from the initial conditions in the set 

0X , and after a sequence of continuous flows and discrete 

transitions that are described by the map T. A set of unsafe 
states is denoted XX u ⊂ . In addition, for each location 

Ll ∈ , we define the set of initial and unsafe continuous states 
as ( ) ( ){ }0Xx,l:XxlInit ∈∈= ,

( ) ( ){ }uXx,l:XxlUnsafe ∈∈= . To each tuple ( ) LLl,l ×∈′  

with ll ≠′ , we associate a guard set 
( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }Tx,l,x,l:Xxl,lGuard ∈′′∈′=′  for some Xx ∈  .  

 The safety verification problem aims in deciding whether 
the system can reach a set of unsafe states XX u ⊂ .  To 

answer this question, we use a recently developed approach, to 
construct Barrier Certificates [18]. 
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Theorem 1 

[15] Let the hybrid system ( )T,F,I,X,L,H 0χ=  and the 

unsafe set uX  be given.  Suppose there exists a barrier 

certificate, i.e., a collection ( ){ }xBl  of functions ( )xBl  for all 

Ll ∈ , each of which is differentiable with respect to its 
argument and satisfies 

( ) ( )1 Unsafe  x          0xBl ∈∀>                                   (20) 

( ) ( )1 Init  x          0xBl ∈∀≤                                      (21) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Ffxxf
x

xB
ll

l ⊂=∈∀≤
∂

∂
,0B s.t. 1I x  ,0 l

       (22)                                                 

( ) ( ) 0B ,l,l Guard   xs.t.  Ll l ≤′∈∈′∃ ′ x               (23)            

Then the safety of the hybrid system H is guaranteed. 

Search for a barrier certificate can then be formulated as a 
Sum of Squares optimization problem, given by the following 
proposition: 

Proposition 2 

[15] Let the hybrid system H and the descriptions of all the 
sets I(l), Init(l), Unsafe(l) and Guard(l) be given.  Suppose 
there exist polynomials ( )xBl , a positive number ε  and 

vectors of sums of square ( ) ( )xlUnsafeσ , ( ) ( )xlInitσ , 

( ) ( )xlIσ and ( ) ( )xl,lGuard ′σ  and ( )xlB′σ such that the following 

expressions: 

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xgxxB lUnsafe
T

lUnsafel σε +−                          (24) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xgxxB lInit
T

lInitl σ+−                       (25) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xgxxf
x

xB
lI

T
lI1

l σ+
∂

∂
−                     (26) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xgxxBxxB llGuardlBl l ′′′′ ++− ,
T

ll,Guardσσ    (27) 

are sums of squares for each ll  ,Ll,l 2 ′≠∈′ . Then the safety 
of the hybrid system H is guaranteed. 

IX. CONSTRUCTING BARRIER CERTIFICATES FOR VCCR 

SYSTEM  

 
In order to apply the above proposition, we have to 

introduce the initial and unsafe sets, the invariant sets for the 
various modes and the guard sets as semi-algebraic sets. We 
do so in the following more compact notation. We denote  x1 
= ρc(CO2), the concentration of CO2 in the cabin, x2 = 
ρc(CO2,1), x3 = ρc(CO2,2), the concentrations of CO2 in the 
fluid phase in Bed 1 and Bed 2 respectively andֹ

2co4 mx &=   

the make-up mass flow of CO2 in the cabin.  Similarly, we 
denote all states related to concentration of O2 as 

( )2c1 Oz ρ= , O2 concentration in the cabin, ( )1,Oz 22 ρ=  

and ( )2,Oz 23 ρ=  the concentrations of O2 in the fluid phase 

of the two beds and 
2O4 mz &=  the make-up mass flow of O2 in 

the cabin.  All the above quantities are in units of g/m3. 
Finally, we denote by x5 and x6 the weights in grams of CO2 in 
the solid phase of adsorber beds 1 and 2.  The state x of the 
system is comprised of the states related to CO2 and O2 

concentrations, x={x1,…,x6, z1,…,z4}.  Figure 10 gives a 
pictorial representation of the hybrid system dynamics. Qmax is 
the maximum weight of CO2 that the bed can adsorb. 

 

Mode 1: 

Invariant: 

( ) x f x 1 = & 

5 . 5 x 3 ≥ 

Mode 2: 

Invariant: 

( ) x f x 2 = & 

max 6 

max 5 
Q 01 . 0 x 

Q 99 . 0 x 
≥ 

≤ 

Mode 4 1 : 

Invariant: 

( ) x f x 
1 4 = & 

max 6 Q 99 . 0 x ≤ 

Mode 2 1 : 

Invariant: 

( ) x f x 
1 2 = & 

max 5 Q 99 . 0 x ≤ 

Initial 
Conditions 

6 x 3 ≤ 

6 x 2 ≤ 

Mode 4: 

Invariant: 

( ) x f x 4 = & 

max 6 

max 5 
Q 01 . 0 x 

Q 99 . 0 x 
≤ 

≥ 

Mode 3: 

Invariant: 

( ) x f x 3 = & 

5 . 5 x 2 ≥ 

6 x 2 ≤ 

max 5 Q 95 . 0 x ≥ 
max 5 Q 05 . 0 x ≤ 

max 6 Q 05 . 0 x ≤ 
max 6 Q 95 . 0 x ≥ 

 
Fig. 10: VCCR hybrid dynamics diagram 

 
 
The initial conditions will be assumed to be in the following 

set:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )( ) ( )( ) }0350220,03020x                       

,0580z                             

280280280z                       

,00.5-                             

162599  

66

22
4

2
3

2
2

2
1

2

2

4
2

3
2

2
2

10

≤−−≤−−
≤−−+

−+−+−

≤

−+−+−+−∈=

ll xxx

zz

xxxxX χx

                    

(28) 
The unsafe set is given by:  

{ ( )( )
( )( ) }0305271z                         

,01261.7  

11

11

≥−−
≥−−∈=

z

xxXu χx
            (29) 

If we assume that the inerts have a concentration of around 
913 g/m3, then, in terms of mass fraction percentages, the 
above unsafe set corresponds to: 

CO2 in the range 0.59 – 1.05%. 

O2 in the rage 22.5 – 25.4%. 

We already mentioned that we assume that the system 
switches between 6 states, the intermediate state 21 and 41 
shown in Fig. 10 take into account the saturations in the beds.  
In all modes, part of the invariant set is described by: 
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( ){ ( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
( )

( ) }0200z                          

,040280                             

280280z                          

,0716x                             

779x  

44

22
3

2
2

2
1

22
4

2
3

2
2

2

1

≤−
≤−−+

−+−

≤−−+

−+−+−∈=

z

z

z

xxIcom χx

                (30) 

For the various modes, based on state variables, constraints 
and definitions of modes, we further have: 

( )
( )
( )

( )( )
( )
( ) 
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The invariant set for each mode is then p,lcoml III ∩= . 

Switching between the various modes happens when the 
state in the particular mode finds itself in the guard set.  The 
guard sets are depicted in Fig. 10, and reproduced here for 
convenience: 

( ) { }
( ) ( ){ }
( ) ( )( ){ }
( ) { }
( ) ( ){ }
( ) ( )( ){ }095.01,4

005.04,4

06   4,3

095.03,2

005.02,2

06    2,1

max6max61

max551

2

max5max51

max661

3

≤−−∈=

≤−∈=

≤−∈=

≤−−∈=

≤−∈=

≤−∈=

QxQxGuard

QxxGuard

xGuard

QxQxGuard

QxxGuard

xGuard

χ
χ
χ
χ
χ
χ

x

x

x

x

x

x

 (32) 

 
1) Computational Considerations 

The system consists of 6 modes with a ten dimensional 
continuous state space in each.  The vector fields are 
polynomial in their variables, which facilitates the use of the 
Sum of Squares decomposition for the analysis, and are of 
highest order 2.  What is required therefore is to construct 6 

functions lB  as required by Proposition 2 and have 4 SOS 

conditions for each one of them.  All conditions but condition 
(27) are of order 2 if B is of order 2.  Condition (27) will be 
higher order than the rest.  In fact, with 10 state variables, the 
size of the LMI that is produced by this setup is on the 
boundary of what can be solved using any current SDP solver 
[20]. 

Another problem that appears in such computations is 

inherent stiffness in the systems, i.e., having fast and slow 
dynamics, or even states that take values in different orders of 
magnitude.  To alleviate this problem, we re-scale all states so 
that they are the same order of magnitude. 

 

2) Verification Result 
Given the initial, unsafe, invariant and guard sets, a 

quadratic set of Barrier functions was constructed that proves 
the safety of the system.   

The same verification was performed with bed one 
degraded and its adsorption rate ( )1,COr 2ads  set to 155 g/hr.  

The control law provides safe functionality in this case too, 
which is verified by constructing a Barrier certificate. 

X  NMPC SAFETY VERIFICATION USING STATISTICAL 

LEARNING THEORY 

Given that NMPC design approach doesn’t result in a 
closed form controller, but an algorithm, to conduct it’s safety 
verification is equivalent to establishing a Safe Operating 
Envelope (SOE) within which, the control actions are safe, for 
a given set of initial conditions. Safety verification is thus 
posed as  essentially a problem of binary classification, where 
a  “good” classifier  can make a decision about  a set of the 
initial conditions and categorize it  into class Y : “safe” or “not 
safe” ( Y = {+1, -1}).   The “goodness” of  the classifier is 
determined  by  the number and severity of its 
misclassifications, where false positives are considered more 
serious errors (where the classifier would erroneously 
categorize a certain set of inputs as safe under all conditions) 
than false negatives (which merely mean the classifier is being 
very conservative and   maybe affecting performance).   

The SOE for a system is determined from a framework 
based on Statistical Learning Theory [21]. The SOE is 
“learned” from a set of simulation training samples, thus the 
system is safe with only a finite statistical guarantee.  The 
verification framework computes these statistical guarantees 
from Vapnik Chervonenkis style generalization bounds [23].  

The basic learning problem is: given a set of inputs X and 
corresponding output set Y, determine function which maps X 
to Y, with minimum error.  Mathematically, this is represented 
as follows:  

Let H be the space set of hypothesis functions that maps X 
to Y (in other words, the set of possible classifiers).  We define 
a  training sample set Sn of size n, defined over input space X 
and output space Y, drawn according to a fixed unknown 
probability function (F(X,Y)) on Z = X × Y, such that 

( ){ } nn
1iiin Zy,xS ∈= =                                                     (33) 

 
For a hypothesis h, such that  Hh ∈ we define a loss of 
hypothesis l(h)  as  

( ) ( )( ) ( )y,xdFy,xhlhl   YxY:l ∫=ℜ→                             (34) 

In the verification framework, we define this loss to be the 
weighted classification error where: 
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( ) ( )( )
( )
( )

( )







−==
≤≤=−=

=
=

                 1y,1xh,1

10,1y,1xh,

                           yxh,0

y,xhl ρρρ                    (35) 

 
That is, the loss is zero, if the hypothesis result matches the 

true value of y for a given set x, it is 1 if the hypothesis gives a 
false positive and is a value ρ, which is the value of the weight 
given to a false negative. If ρ = 1, this reduces to an 
unweighted classification error. When ρ =0, the loss function l 
reduces to the probability of making a false positive error.  

Based on the actual and empirical classification error, and 
on learning parameters ε and δ, (where 1-δ is the confidence 
that the probability of the error is less than or equal to the 
specified tolerance ε),  an error metric to give a fundamental 
upper limit on the probability of the maximum classification 
error being less than the specified tolerance ε, is defined as 
follows [21]: 

( ) ( ) δε −≤







≥−

∈

1sup
Hh
emp hlhlP                                  (36) 

 
We can determine the minimum number of training samples 

required to train a hypothesis, such that the required statistical 
guarantees of safety (given by ε and  δ) are satisfied [22].   
 

B. Classifiers  

Based on the structure of the input space, different 
classifiers can be used for hypothesis generation such as 
hyperplane or hyperrectangle classifiers, support vector 
machines, neural networks etc. The tool that was used for this 
analysis supported the following classifier:  
1) Separating Hyperplanes 

A hyper-plane in an n-dimensional space is characterized by 
the linear equation: 

0x.....xxx 1nnn332211 =+++++ +ααααα      (37) 

and divides the space into two sides: points that lie on one side 
of the plane are classified as acceptable, while points that lie 
on the other side are classified as unacceptable. A 0-1 
classifier function can thus be formulated as 

( )( ) 2x     xxxsign1 1nnn332211 +++++++ ααααα (38) 

2) Bounding Hyperrectangles  
A hyper-rectangle in an n-dimensional space is 

characterized by the following bounds: 
l...ni      for      x iubiilb =≤≤ αα                          (39) 

The hyper-rectangle divides the space into two regions. The 
region enclosed by the hyper- rectangle is safe or acceptable. 
The region falling outside the hyper-rectangle is classified as 
unsafe. 

In the statistical verification tool developed in [21], a 
heuristic approach is used to determine the best hypothesis for 
the above two classifiers, that have zero false positives and 
minimum false negatives.  

3) Support Vector Machines  
 Support vector machines, (foundations of which were laid 

by [23]) are learning machines that can perform binary 

classification (pattern recognition) and real valued function 
approximation (regression estimation) tasks. Support Vector 
Machines non-linearly map their n-dimensional input space 
into a high dimensional feature space. In this high dimensional 
feature space, a linear classifier is constructed.  

In the case where the data can be represented by a linear 
function, construction of a separating hyper-plane is relatively 
straight forward. In the case where a linear boundary is 
inappropriate, the SVM can map the input vector, x, into a 
high dimensional kernel space, z. By choosing a non-linear 
mapping a priori, the SVM constructs an optimal separating 
hyper-plane in this higher dimensional space. Some common 
kernels used are polynomials, radial basis functions and 
sigmoid functions. An excellent tutorial on Support Vector 
Machines is given in [24] and is recommended for further 
reading. 

X. SAFETY VERIFICATION OF   THE NMP CONTROLLED VCCR 

USING SLT  

Safety specifications of the VCCR system require that the 
O2 and CO2 concentrations in the cabin stay within the 
specified upper and lower bounds. The aim of our verifier is to 
ensure that the controller maintains the safety condition, for 
different initial and operating conditions in the system.  Our 
safety criteria have been defined as follows: 

•  For off nominal initial or operating conditions, the  
NMPC must maintain cabin feasibility for at least 
12 hours 

•  For failure conditions, i.e. single side operations, 
the NMPC must maintain cabin feasibility for at 
least 4 hours. 

The statistical verification framework provides offline 
verification, the experimental set up for which is discussed in 
the next  sub-section.  
 

A. Experimental Set Up  

 
The following 8 input parameters affect the cabin CO2 and 

O2 concentrations: 
•  Initial CO2 and O2 concentrations in the cabin  
•  Initial CO2  concentration in the solid phase of 

each  adsorber bed 
•  Adsorption (and corresponding desorption) rates in 

the beds 
Limitations on the simulation time required per sample 

governed the choice of the number of input parameters for our 
experiments. We wanted to use the minimum number of 
training samples for training, while at the same time, ensuring 
that the hypothesis space derived takes into account the 
interactive effects of all the input parameters on the output.  

For each experimental block 2 parameters were allowed to 
vary between their lower and upper limits, while the rest of the 
parameters, were fixed at nominal, high or low operating 
conditions. This allowed us to analyze the individual effects of 
the varying inputs, at different level settings or initial 
conditions in the system. A second set of experiments was 
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conducted for single side operations, where the parameters 
varied were the initial concentrations of CO2 and O2 in the 
cabin, with the rest of the input parameters staying at the 
nominal values (except for the adsorption and desorption rates 
for the non-functioning bed).  

B. Verification Analysis and Results: 

In our analysis, we conducted tests that show that NMP 
controller is able to regulate the system to a regular cyclic 
pattern within the stipulated safety time limit.  The scenarios  
of interest that were verified using SLT are those which 
represent fault or off–nominal conditions i.e. varying 
adsorption rates at high initial concentration in the cabin and 
in the beds. Also, verification for single side operations has 
been studied.   The results for these are discussed below: 

 
 
1) Case I: High Initial CO2 and O2 Cabin Concentration, 
with Varying Adsorption and Desorption Rates  

For this case, the initial concentrations in the cabin were set 
at the upper specification limit: 

 CO2: 12.07 g/m3 
 O2: 279.35 g/ m3 (the inert concentration was assumed 

constant at 911.87 g/m3. The pressure within the cabin was 
also assumed constant at 1 atmosphere.) 

The adsorption rates (and corresponding desorption rates) in 
the beds were varied between half nominal rate to nominal 
rate, i.e.  

1,2i        ,282.168r141.84 ads
i =≤≤                       (40) 

Assuming a linear correlation between the adsorption and 
desorption rates, the corresponding desorption rates for the 
beds, were varied between 

1,2i       ,4.181r7.90 des
i =≤≤                              (41) 

This scenario was of interest as it is studying the 
performance of the controller under two simultaneous extreme 
operating conditions: when the cabin concentrations are very 
high to start with and both beds are not able to adsorb or 
desorb at full rate.  

 
2) Case II: High Initial CO2 Holdup in Adsorber Beds, with 
Varying Adsorption and Desorption Rates 

For this case, the initial concentrations in the cabin were 
kept at nominal values, but the concentration of CO2 in the 
bed that is first in the Desorb cycle, was set at a high initial 
value - set at the upper specification limit: 

 CO2: 400 g/m3 
As in the previous case, the adsorption rates (and 
corresponding desorption rates) in the beds were varied 
between half nominal rate to nominal rate. This scenario was 
also of interest as it is studying the performance of the 
controller under two simultaneous extreme operating 
conditions: when the adsorption bed is are very high to start 
with and both beds are not able to adsorb or desorb at full rate.  

The hypotheses obtained by hyperplane and hyperrectangle 
analysis methods are shown in Table 7. The SVM analysis for 
this problem did not show a marked improvement in the 
statistical guarantees or in the performance on test samples.  

 
3) Case III: Single Side Operations 

In this case, we studied the performance of the NMPC, 
when one adsorber bed is not functioning, the second bed is 
adsorbing and desorbing at the nominal rate and the initial 
concentrations of CO2 and O2 in the cabin are varied between 
the upper and lower bounds.   A study of the VCCR-NMPC 
system showed that it could sustain a single side operation for 
5 hours, when operating at nominal initial conditions, before 
the system reaches its physical limits.  Based on this 
observation, we set the safety criterion for the NMPC –VCCR 
system to sustain feasibility under varying initial conditions to 
be at least 4 hours.   

The hypotheses obtained by hyperplane and hyperrectangle 
analysis methods are shown in Table 7.  SVM analysis of the 
system did not show improved results and showed one false 
positive on the test samples. 

 
4) Summary 

We studied several scenarios for safety verification of the 
VCCR system controlled by the NMPC.  For each scenario, 
the verifier hypothesized the following safety bounds (based 

TABLE 7 
HYPOTHESIS SUMMARY 

Case I:  
(a) Bounding Hyperrectangle Classifier  
Number of Training Samples:  1097 
Error Tolerance. 6.0% Confidence  95% 
False Positives: 0;  False Negatives: 47 
Hypothesis:  
154.84<= r1

ads <=168.18;  150.05<= r2
ads <=166.71 

 
Case II: 
(a) Hyperplane Classifier  
Number of Training Samples:  1141 
Error Tolerance 5.13% Confidence  95% 
False Positives: 0  False Negatives  208 
Hypothesis:  (1 r1

ads) + (0 r2
ads) +(-168.282) = 0 

(b) Bounding Hyperrectangle Classifier 
Number of Training Samples:  1097 
Error Tol 6.4% Confidence  95% 
False Positives : 0  False Negatives  58 
Hypothesis:  
147.82<= r1

ads <=166.9; 145.3208<= r2
ads <=167.9 

 
Case III: 
(a) Hyperplane Classifier 
Number of Training Samples:  1141 
 Error Tolerance 5% Confidence  95% 
False Positives : 0 False Negatives: 1273 
Hypothesis:  
 (-0.68

2( )init
c COρ )+(0.024 

2( )init
c Oρ  +(-1.3) = 0 

(b) Bounding Hyperrectangle Classifier 
Number of Training Samples:  1097 
Error Tolerance 5.85%  Confidence  95% 
False Positives: 0  False Negatives: 90 
Hypothesis:  
7.83<=

2( )init
c COρ <=9.6;272.36<= 

2( )init
c Oρ <=304.6 

Number of Test Samples for each case :         500 
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on the findings from the hyperrectangle analysis), shown in 
Table 8. 

TABLE  8 
SUMMARY TABLE FOR STATISTICAL VERIFICATION RESULTS 

Case Input Range  Initial State  Hypothesis 
Summary 

Statistical 
Guarantee 

I adsorb rates  
84.14<= ri

ads 
<= 168.28   

HIGH Initial 
CO2,O2 in 
Cabin 

154.8<= r1
ads 

<=168.2 
150.1<= r2

ads 
<=166.7 

95 % 
Confidence 
0.06 Error 
Bound  

II adsorb rates  
84.14<= ri

ads 
<= 168.28,   

HIGH Initial 
CO2 Holdup 
in Beds 

147.8<= r1
ads 

<=166.9 
145.32<= r2

ads 
<=167.9 

95 % 
Confidence 
0.06 Error 
Bound 

III Initial CO2, O2 
in Cabin 

Single Side 
Operations 

7.83<=
)( 2COinit

cρ <= 
9.6 
272.36<= 

)( 2Oinit
cρ <=304.

6 

95 % 
Confidence 
0.059 Error 
Bound 

 

XI CONCLUSION 

We have modeled the VCCR as a hybrid dynamical system, 
developed two control designs for it and verified their safety. 
Our NMPC design exploits the fact that the sequence of 
modes through which the system transitions is fixed, and 
therefore does not need to use logical or integer variables. 
Such a view appears general enough to address a broad class 
of nonlinear hybrid systems, which exhibit a structured pattern 
of switching across modes. We illustrated a systematic method 
of objective function engineering for the NMPC regulation 
problem to ensure long term safe performance for a fixed, 
short horizon of control computation. To benchmark NMPC 
performance we designed simple switching PI controller. 

We also demonstrated the use of Barrier Certificates as a 
method to verify safe performance of the switching PI 
controller. Recent progress in the construction of Barrier 
Certificates for proving safety of dynamical systems helped us 
find an appropriate framework for safety verification of the 
life support system controlled by the switching controller. 
Though the controller and its switching rules are simple, we 
do not have a closed form expression for the equilibrium sets 
of the closed loop hybrid system, and hence Lyapunov 
stability analysis and computation of region of attraction are 
impossible. Construction of a barrier certificate for the 
controlled system proves that it will not escape into unsafe 
operating regions. 

Though we were able to provide a barrier certificate for our 
controlled system, we were on the limits of what could be 
achieved with current computing capabilities on a desktop (10 
states with 6 discrete modes). There are also numerical 
difficulties in scaling semi-definite programming to larger 
dimensional problems.  

Next, a statistical approach was used to verify the safety 
performance of the NMPC, under various failure operating 
conditions. This approach is a good trade off between 
exhaustive enumeration of all possible scenarios on one hand 
and rigorous numerical or formal methods on the other.   The 
safety bounds determined by the statistical verifier were found 

to be less tight than those found by theoretical methods 
(Barrier Certificates).  The safety bounds depend on the 
definition of the safety criteria used for training the verifier 
and also on the statistical guarantees obtained from the 
system.  This flexibility makes this method widely applicable 
to a wide variety of domains of increasing complexity and 
size.  

The computation of barrier certificates, given the order of 
the certificates and the dimension of the state space, takes 
polynomial time. Our computations took two hours on average 
for 2nd order barrier certificates for a system with ten states. 
The time needed for Statistical verification largely depends 
upon the time needed to simulate the system and generate the 
number of samples needed for the fidelity required. In our 
case, these simulations took a couple of months. 
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APPENDIX I 

Notation: Subscripts 
 C Component 
 I Quarter-cycle time slot 
 J Absorber bed 
Fe Finite element within a quarter-cycle 
Cp Collocation point within a finite element 
  
Notation: Variables 

1. Adsorber Beds 
),( jcρ  Fluid phase concentration of component

c in adsorber bed j 
),,,,( cpfejicρ  Fluid phase concentration of component

c in adsorber bed j at collocation point
cp within finite element  fe in time slot i  

),,,(0 fejicρ  Fluid phase concentration of component c
in adsorber bed j at the start of finite 
element  fe in time slot i 

),,,,( cpfejicGraρ  Gradient of the fluid phase concentration of 
component c in adsorber bed j at 
collocation point cp within finite element 
fe in time slot i 

),( jcQ  Solid phase mass of component c in 
adsorber bed j 

),,,,( cpfejicQ  Solid phase mass of component c in 
adsorber bed j at collocation point cp within 
finite element  fe in time slot i 

),,,(0 fejicQ  Solid phase mass of component c in 
adsorber bed j at the start of finite element 
fe in time slot i 

),,,,( cpfejicQGra

 

Gradient of the solid phase mass 
accumulation of component c in adsorber 
bed j at collocation point cp within finite 
element  fe in time slot i 
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2. Cabin 
)(cCρ  Concentration of component c in crew 

cabin 
),,,( cpfeicCρ  Concentration of component c in crew 

cabin at collocation point cp within finite 
element  fe in time slot i  

),,(0 feicCρ  Concentration of component c in crew 
cabin at the start of finite element  fe in 
time slot i 

),,,( cpfeicGra
Cρ  Gradient of the concentration of component 

c in crew cabin at collocation point cp
within finite element  fe in time slot i 

),,,( cpfeicyC  Mass fraction of component c in crew cabin 
at collocation point cp within finite element 
fe in time slot i 

3. Accumulator 
)(cQA  Mass of component c in the accumulator 

),,,( cpfeicQA  Mass of component c in the accumulator at 
collocation point cp within finite element 
fe in time slot i 

),,(0 feicQA  Mass of component c in the accumulator at 
the start of finite element  fe in time slot i 

),,,( cpfeicQGra
A  Gradient of mass of component c in the 

accumulator at collocation point cp within 
finite element  fe in time slot i 

4. Flow Streams 

1v , )(1 iv  Total mass flow rate from the cabin to 
adsorbing bed, in time slot i 

2v , )(2 iv  Total mass flow rate from air-saving or 
desorbing bed, in time slot i 

)(
.

cm , ),( cim&  
Mass flow rate of component c into the 
crew cabin, in time slot i 

5. Time 
)(iT  Time duration of quarter-cycle time slot i 

feit ,  Time point corresponding to the end of 
finite element fe in time slot i 

cpcfei ,,,τ  Time point at collocation point cp within 
finite element fe in time slot i 

0,it  Time point corresponding to the start of 
time slot i 

fit ,  Time point corresponding to the end of 
time slot i 

  
Notation: Parameters 

)(crC  Rate of generation of component c in the 
crew cabin 

),( cjrads  Rate of adsorption of component c in 
adsorber bed j 

),( cjrdes  Rate of desorption of component c in 
adsorber bed j 

jV  Fluid phase volume of adsorber bed j 

CV  Crew cabin volume 

)',( cpcpΩ  Multipliers for Cubic Roots for collocation 

APPENDIX II 

The discretized set of algebraic equations transform into 
constraints that represent the dynamics in the NLP 
formulation. The crew cabin material balance in the Air-Save 
mode, for example, takes the following form upon 
discretization: 

( )
( )

( ).)',,&(),(&,')',,(

,,,,

),(),,',,()()(

),,,(),,,,()(

),,,(

2

1

ASA

C

C

Gra
CC

BjiBjijjjji

CcCPcpFEfeIi

cimcpfejicivcr

cpfeiccpfejiciv

cpfeicV

∈∈≠
∈∈∈∈∀









+++

−

=

&ρ
ρρ

ρ

 (42) 

Similar discretization is carried out on all the remaining 
material balance differential equations.  

The constraints that model the continuity conditions across 
the quarter-cycle time slots in the discretized model are as 
follows: 

CciiIi

NNicQicQ

NNicic

CPFEAA

CPFECC

∈>∈∀
−=

−=

,|

),,1,()1,,(

),,1,()1,,(

0

0

0 ρρ

 (43) 

CcJjiiIi

NNjicQjicQ

NNjicjic

CPFE

CPFE

∈∈>∈∀

−=

−=

,,|

),,,1,()1,,,(

),,,1,()1,,,(

0

0

0 ρρ

 (44) 

To determine variable values at every collocation point 
within finite elements, following constraints are obtained for 
the crew cabin concentrations, for example: 

CcCPcpFEfeIi

cpfeicQcpcp
N

iT

feicQcpfeicQ

cpfeiccpcp
N

iT

feiccpfeic

CP

CP

N

cp

Gra
A

FE

AA

N

cp

Gra
C

FE

CC

∈∈∈∈∀

Ω+

=

Ω+

=

∑

∑

=

=

,,,

])',,,()[,'(
)(

),,(),,,(

])',,,()[,'(
)(

),,(),,,(

1'

0

1'

0

ρ

ρρ

 (45) 

Similar constraints are obtained for the adsorber bed 
concentrations. 

Lastly, the constraints that model the continuity conditions 
across finite elements take the following form for the crew 
cabin concentrations, for example: 

CcfeFEfeIi

cpfeicQNcp
N

iT

feicQfeicQ

cpfeicNcp
N

iT

feicfeic

CP

CP

N

cp

Gra
ACP

FE

AA

N

cp

Gra
CCP

FE

CC

∈>∈∈∀

Ω+

−=

Ω+

−=

∑

∑

=

=

,1|,

])',,,()[,'(
)(

)1,,(),,(

])',,,()[,'(
)(

)1,,(),,(

1'

00

1'

00

ρ

ρρ

 (46) 

Similar constraints are obtained for the adsorber bed 
concentrations.  
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